
Frequently Asked Questions:

How do I qualify for 10 complimentary Ostra Encompass licenses? You must be an active 
SecurityStudio partner and become a certified Ostra Channel Partner. 

How long does it take to become a certified Ostra partner? From start to finish, it typically takes 60-
90 days to onboard as a new channel partner, including 1-2 hours of certification training. 

Does it cost any money to become a certified Ostra channel partner? No, there is no monetary 
investment to become a certified Ostra channel partner. The only thing we ask is an open mind to 
learning a different way of approaching cybersecurity for SMBs.

How long do the complementary licenses last? The complementary licenses last for 12 consecutive 
months. After that, they will convert to NFR licenses at a 50% discounted rate.
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Exclusive Protection for Your MSP

Proud Partners with:

Let’s work together. Ostra Cybersecurity has teamed up with SecurityStudio to 
bring an exclusive protection deal to MSPs.

Ostra knows that any MSP who is part of the SecurityStudio family deserves to be treated like our
family as well. As such, we want to give SecurityStudio MSPs a warm welcome by providing:

 � Up to 10 complimentary Ostra Encompass licenses ($6,000 value) 

 � 50% off any additional Ostra Encompass licenses needed to protect their own MSP employees

Now when your MSP becomes partners with SecurityStudio, your MSP can protect itself with Ostra 
as Your Trusted Cybersecurity Team—for little to no cost!

Read more about Ostra Encompass on reverse.Ü

http://ostra.net


Trust Ostra’s down-to-earth, proactive team of experts to stand between you and the criminals 
who want your data. With Ostra Encompass, our trained cybersecurity experts serve as an 
extension of your team.

Ostra’s layered security approach combines multiple Security Information & Event Management 
(SIEM) tools with 24/7 monitoring from our Security Operations Center (SOC). Sleep soundly at 
night while Your Trusted Cybersecurity Team proactively hunts, remediates and resolves threats.

Ostra EncompassTM

for your business
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One Holistic,
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Lean on Your Trusted Cybersecurity Team

Get back to running your business. 
Leave the cybersecurity to us.

  Full-Service Freedom
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Complimentary Security Awareness Training
Value-added service includes access to ongoing psychological security training, 
phishing testing and reporting for Encompass clients.

Core Elements of
Ostra EncompassTM
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*These elements dependent on client configuration. Please contact sales for more details.
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